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Chapter 419
In the huge box, it suddenly became quiet. Everyone stopped talking, and their eyes
focused on Wayne Lin, waiting for his answer.

If you change other people, you will feel a lot of pressure, it is impossible to taste wine
so calmly.

However, for Wayne Lin, it was not the slightest disturbance.

As the person sitting next to him, Tao Sanniang felt the pressure now, and
subconsciously wanted to quickly finish the wine for Wayne Lin, and answered Jiang
Liqun.

But as for Wayne Lin, he still drank slowly, and finally let out a sigh of emotion, “Good
wine.”

Tao Sanniang: “…”

For the first time, she felt that Wayne Lin’s face was a bit thick.

Jiang Liqun was not angry. On the contrary, there was more excitement and expectation
in his eyes. People at his level are particularly capable of observing words and colors.

Seeing Wayne Lin’s calmness, he knew in his heart that Wayne Lin was mostly capable
of helping him break through to the innate realm!

Originally, he was only half sure, but now seeing Wayne Lin’s reaction, it has increased
to 80%.

He smiled and said: “In order to entertain Master Lin, I took out my daughter Hong, who
has been treasured by my daughter for 20 years.”



Wayne Lin also smiled and said, “My daughter Hong of 20 years, how embarrassing is
this.”

Jiang Liqun waved his hand and said, “There is nothing to be embarrassed about.
Jiang’s daughter Hong has the honor to entertain Master Lin. It is Jiang’s blessing. If
Master Lin wants to drink, Jiang will personally send the remaining daughter Hong to
Master Lin. Go up to the house.”

Wayne Lin smiled. He suddenly changed his voice and said, “Half of the industry, I want
to exchange for the innate realm, Mr. Jiang, your business is too cost-effective.”

Everyone’s eyes widened, what the hell, half of the industry, at least more than 30 billion
in value, is this a bargain? Besides, to help Jiang Liqun break into the innate realm, it
doesn’t take you Wayne Lin to pay anything!

However, after Jiang Liqun heard this, he showed a relieved expression instead, he was
afraid that Wayne Lin would directly reject him.

To be honest, if you take out half of the industry and change your innate realm, most
people’s thinking sounds like he is crazy, and he will make such a prodigal decision.

But only he knew that if he could only use half of his assets, and then exchange the
cultivation base of the Innate Realm, he would have made a lot of money!

With his wealth, is there a difference between 60 billion and 30 billion? not at all!

Besides, once he breaks through the innate realm, is he still afraid that he won’t be able
to earn the 30 billion?

The Innate Realm, also known as the Transcendent Realm, literally means surpassing
mortals, and it is another level.

Jiang Liqun wanted to enter this level in his dreams!

“Master Lin, I made you a joke. Half of Jiang’s assets are indeed inaccessible to Master
Lin.” Jiang Liqun said seriously: “Master Lin, I sincerely seek Master Lin’s help. Once I
break through the innate The environment will always be Lord Lin’s ally and will never
betray!”



Saying that he stood up, swearing to the light, very solemnly.

Ding Yan and the others felt that Jiang Liqun was very sincere. If they changed, they
would definitely agree to it without hesitation.

However, Wayne Lin’s face was quite cold, and there was a sneer at the corner of his
mouth. The goblet was spinning at his fingertips, and the magical thing was that the
wine in the glass couldn’t be spilled.

“Jiang Liqun, do you think I would care about your alliance? It’s not good to say that
even if you break through the innate realm, in front of me, you are still ants.” Wayne Lin
said lightly. This is very arrogant, but all Everyone knows that Wayne Lin is not
pretending to be compelling, but stating something

real.

Isn’t it right, Brian Gu, broke through to the innate realm ten years ago, an absolute
master, and died in the hands of Wayne Lin.

Needless to say, Wu Meizi was even an upper-level master in the Innate Realm, a
famous female demon, but as a result, Wayne Lin was beaten to death.

Jiang Liqun is over forty years old this year. Even if he can break through the innate
realm, he will never catch up with Wayne Lin’s footsteps in his entire life.

Jiang Liqun’s lips moved. He wanted to refute, but he couldn’t say anything to refute,
because Wayne Lin was right.

During this period of time, he has specially investigated Wayne Lin. The more he
investigates, the more surprised he is, and the more he is in awe of Wayne Lin!

Now that Wayne Lin ridiculed him in front of his subordinates, he didn’t dare to have any
dissatisfaction, and some were just dejected and shocked.

He has always been known for his sleekness, and his best skill is dealing with him.
Even if the enemy is in front of him, he can be said not to hate him.

But now, facing Wayne Lin, he couldn’t be smooth, because Wayne Lin was sitting
there, like a big mountain, pressing him out of breath!



After a long time, he sighed and said: “You are right, even if I break through the innate
realm, I will be an ant in front of you, alas.”

At this moment, he was full of depression, completely devoid of his previous
domineering and vigorous spirit.

Ding Yan and the others are waiting for their subordinates, and now they are particularly
unhappy.

At this moment, Wayne Lin suddenly said, “How did Wu Meizi reject you?”

Jiang Liqun was taken aback, then he reacted and said: “Wu Meizi’s conditions for her
to open are too high. She wants 90% of my property, and I must break through the
innate realm and worship her.”

This request sounds excessive, but Wayne Lin nodded and said, “It’s not too much.”

Is this not too much?

Tao Sanniang felt that Wayne Lin was a bit too much.

Jiang Liqun gave a wry smile without speaking.

Wayne Lin continued, “But Wu Meizi obviously failed. She doesn’t have the ability to
help you break through to the innate realm.”

“Not bad.” Jiang Liqun glanced at Wayne Lin and nodded in a deep voice.

Then, he still read with emotion, “Shu Road is difficult, it is difficult to go to the blue sky,
it is inherently more difficult, it is difficult to go to the sky!”

Everyone present felt his unwillingness and despair.

But what else can he do? If he can’t break through, he can’t.

Wayne Lin looked at him, and suddenly said, “What level of innate realm is your
enemy?”



Many people think that Wayne Lin’s words are nonsensical, and it is so good that they
are involved in the enemy’s family. Besides, with Jiang Liqun’s current strength and
status, who can be his enemy.

However, after Jiang Liqun heard his words, his eyes suddenly widened, full of horror,
and he cried out in silence, “You, how did you know?!”

Hearing his words, everyone reacted. Wayne Lin said it was right. Jiang Liqun really has
an enemy, and he is also a master of the Innate Realm!

Wayne Lin smiled, he didn’t break Jiang Liqun’s pride in the slightest, and said lightly:
“Your eyes told me the answer.”

Now, Jiang Liqun is even more in awe of Wayne Lin!

Even his closest subordinates didn’t know this secret, but Wayne Lin saw it out of the
meeting.

Chapter 420
This heavy, thick wooden door was directly kicked and hit against the wall behind. The
handles of the door were all deformed and made a loud noise, which shocked many
people.

Looking back, only four men and two women appeared at the door. Among them, the
person who kicked the door saw Jiang Liqun in the box and said jokingly, “Oh, who is it
in box number one? It turned out to be Jiang Ergou. what.”

The man who spoke was Jiang Liqun’s age, wearing a dark red Tang suit, holding a
string of Buddhist beads in his hand, not tall, even a little fat.

But from his body, there was a terrifying breath, and he knew that he was not an
ordinary person.

The few people next to him were also masters. They were all masters at the pinnacle of
the day after tomorrow. In terms of momentum, they completely overwhelmed Jiang
Liqun and the others in the box.



Moreover, Wayne Lin could also see that these people had swallowed the marrow pill,
and their true strength was much stronger than that of ordinary acquired peak masters.

Especially the middle-aged man wearing Tang suit, he swallowed three wash marrow
pills, his physique was unusually strong, he already had the breath of some innate
realm masters!

In terms of cultivation base, he was even better than Jiang Liqun.

When Jiang Liqun saw these people, his face immediately changed, and it was hard to
look.

As for everyone in Ding Yan, they also became nervous one by one, staring at each
other fiercely, as if they were facing an enemy, and their eyebrows were full of hatred, it
was obvious that there was hatred between them.

“Fatty man, do you dare to come to my place and make trouble?!”

Jiang Liqun slammed the table, stood up and stared at the man in Tang suit.

Immediately, Ding Yan and more than a dozen people also took out their weapons,
surrounded the other six, staring at him.

Depending on the situation, it seems that Jiang Liqun has the upper hand, but in terms
of real strength, it is actually the Tang suit man who has won.

Of course, this is the case when Wayne Lin is not counted, otherwise, just a Wayne Lin
who can easily wipe out these six people with his fingers.

Wayne Lin’s expression is a bit strange now. According to reason, Jiang Liqun is a big
brother in Yuancheng. Even the city owner wants to be afraid of him, but now suddenly
a fat man in Tang costume who dares to kick Jiang Liqun is the key to this fat man. , It’s
just the peak of the day after tomorrow.

If Wayne Lin’s guess is correct, most of these people are Jiang Liqun’s enemies. This is
a bit interesting. As soon as he was about to understand, the other party came to the
door.



The fat man in the Tang suit walked in swaggeringly, his gaze shot in the box, among
which Wayne Lin was directly ignored by him. In his opinion, Wayne Lin was just an
ordinary person.

Soon, his gaze was placed on Tao Sanniang, showing enthusiasm and covetousness,
and said, “Jiang Ergou, I can’t tell that you have hidden a big beauty. Huh? Or is it the
one who practices alluring? Not bad? Yes, from now on, it will be my daytime yuan
plaything, hahaha…”

Chapter 421
He was extremely arrogant and walked directly towards Tao Sanniang, and then wanted
to touch Tao Sanniang’s face.

Tao Sanniang’s face immediately turned dark.

Wayne Lin was sitting there, his eyes were also much colder. This fat man, as soon as
he arrived, he spoke harshly to Tao Sanniang, already touching Wayne Lin’s reverse
scale.

“Fatty Bai, you’re f*cking looking for death!” Jiang Liqun shouted angrily, grabbed a bowl
on the table, and slammed Tian Tian Yuan on his body, extremely fast!

Regardless of Jiang Liqun’s apparent identity as the head of the group, in fact, his
cultivation is quite good, and most professional fighters are far from his opponents.

If Tian Yuan didn’t hide, then he would have to suffer serious injuries.

The brilliance in his eyes flashed, and he dodged easily. Haha joked: “Jiang Ergou, I’m
just joking with your horse. You are angry like this? I said your measurement is too
small. Hahaha.”

The others who were with him also laughed.

Jiang Liqun’s face was ugly. He looked at Wayne Lin timidly, a little afraid that Wayne
Lin was angry. Seeing Wayne Lin’s face was not waved, he was still very calm, and he
couldn’t see what Wayne Lin thought.



“Fat Bai, you are f*cking dead!” Jiang Liqun cursed.

He is now unsure of Wayne Lin’s meaning, nor dare to announce Wayne Lin’s identity
easily.

During the day, Yuan was joking. He didn’t put Jiang Liqun in his eyes at all. He just
found a place to sit down and poured himself a drink. He didn’t put Jiang Liqun in his
eyes at all, “Jiang Liqun, you crazy dog, Is it called there?”

Jiang Liqun gritted his teeth. He is indeed a little afraid of Tian Tian Yuan, but if Wayne
Lin is here, if he behaves very aggressively, he will definitely leave a bad impression on
Wayne Lin. So he yelled at the grass mud horse, and then shot Tian Yuan Yuan. .

Tian Tian Yuan was not afraid at all when he saw him making a shot, but instead he
laughed, “Oh, I’m actually so embarrassed and angry, do you want me to do it? Tsk.”

His cultivation base is higher than Jiang Liqun, he is not afraid of Jiang Liqun at all, plus
his backstage, he is bigger than Jiang Liqun, he is here this time, knowing that Jiang
Liqun is here, and deliberately humiliating Jiang Liqun.

But what he never expected was that Wayne Lin, who has been the most popular
recently, was actually on the scene. If he knew, he wouldn’t dare to come over and
make trouble.

Now he faced Jiang Liqun’s attack, showing disdain, and did not dodge, and directly
confronted Jiang Liqun.

A fist blasted over, and it collided with Jiang Liqun’s fist directly. The chair under his
buttocks burst open and took two steps backwards, while Jiang Liqun took five steps
back with a trace of pain on his face.

Obviously, in the fight with Tian Yuan Yuan just now, he couldn’t fight Tian Yuan Yuan
and fell into a disadvantage.

“Jiang Ergou, is this your strength? Too weak, just you rubbish, how can you fight my
boss?” Tian Tian Yuan shook his head disdainfully, and then he began to attack Jiang
Liqun directly. s attack.



I have to say that Tian Tian Yuan is not tall, even a little chubby, but his physical
strength is really good, his moves are also very fierce, and there is a strong wind in the
box.

Faced with his attack, Jiang Liqun’s face immediately became serious, showing some
fear. This was not the first time he had fought against Tian Yuan Yuan, but every time he
could not beat Tian Yuan Yuan.

It was also right now. After a while, he was beaten by Tian Tian Yuan.

As for Ding Yan and others, they were also crushed and beaten by five other people.
After a while, they were already lying on the ground, suffering serious injuries.

“Jiang Ergou, you are too rubbish. You haven’t made any progress for so many years.”
Tian Tian Yuan shook his head, very disdainful and contemptuous, and then speeded
up the offensive, breaking Jiang Liqun’s defense with one punch, and another gun
punch. Seriously injured Jiang Liqun.

Just then, Wayne Lin made a move.
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Wayne Lin suddenly stood up from his chair, blinked in front of Tian Tian Yuan, and
slapped Tian Yuan Yuan’s gun fist with a casual slap.

Suddenly Tian Tian Yuan was hit hard, and a huge force surged in. He felt like he had
been hit by a high-speed car. He couldn’t bear it at all. He retreated humbly. The
momentum was too great. After removing this force, the shoes burst open by him,
turning into bare feet, looking a little embarrassed.

Wayne Lin didn’t even look at him, but directly said to Jiang Liqun: “This person is your
enemy?”



Jiang Liqun was stunned. The punch by Tian Tian Yuan just now made him feel
tremendous pressure. Once he was hit, he would not die or be seriously injured, but he
was slapped away like a mosquito by Wayne Lin. This strong contrast made him There
was no recovery in an instant.

Tian Tian Yuan also looked at Wayne Lin in horror. He felt that all the surging power
before him was about to swallow his whole person!

He is now in the first half of the innate realm. In the real innate realm, it can be said that
he is invincible. And the young man in front of him who looks at his appearance can
easily repel him, there is only one possibility. That is, the opponent is a master of innate
realm!

“Who are you?!” Tian Tian Yuan called out in shock.

The other people in the box were also shocked. Whether it was from Jiang Liqun or
from Tian Yuan Yuan, from the performance of Wayne Lin just now, it was completely
beyond Tian Yuan Yuan by more than one level.

Jiang Liqun finally recovered. His eyes showed admiration and excitement, and he
nodded vigorously: “Yes, this person is called Tian Tian Yuan. He has swallowed
marrow pill three times. He claims to be invincible under the congenital realm. A vicious
dog under that man!”

When he said this, he gritted his teeth and was very angry.

Wayne Lin nodded and said, “Do you want me to take action and destroy it.”

When Tian Tian Yuan heard this, he suddenly jumped in his heart and shouted
excitedly: “Hey, I don’t care who you are, it’s best not to act rashly, my boss is a super
master in the innate realm!”

Wayne Lin didn’t pay attention to him at all. In his eyes, Tian Tian Yuan was nothing
more than an ant, and he could get rid of it when he moved his fingers.

When Jiang Liqun heard Wayne Lin’s words, a flash of excitement flashed in his eyes,
opened his mouth, and wanted to agree, but when the words reached his lips, he held
back, shook his head and said, “Thank you, Master Lin for your kindness, but I still want
to do it myself! “



The corner of Wayne Lin’s mouth rose slightly, showing some appreciation, and nodded
in agreement.

“Fatty Bai, go back and tell the man whose surname is Yao, I will personally pick up his
dog’s head sooner or later! Let him wash his neck and wait for me!” Jiang Liqun said
domineeringly.

Tian Tian Yuan’s expression was extremely gloomy and constantly changing. He stared
at Jiang Liqun, then looked at Wayne Lin, full of fear. He had already seen that Wayne
Lin was a master of the innate realm, but he had not yet recognized Wayne Lin’s
identity. .

He snorted heavily, didn’t dare to say anything more, and walked away desperately.

After what happened just now, Jiang Liqun was even more in awe of Wayne Lin, and he
did not dare to have any thoughts of disobedience.

Wayne Lin did not continue to stay either, and left with Tao Sanniang after saying hello.

“Boss, do you really want to submit to Lord Lin?”

When he arrived in the closed study room, Ding Yan asked incomprehensibly. In his
mind, Jiang Liqun was an ambitious man who would not surrender to anyone, but Jiang
Liqun directly surrendered to Wayne Lin tonight. It is a bit subverted his three views.

Jiang Liqun nodded, expressing affirmation.

&n;

b Ding Yan said again: “Is that innate realm really that difficult?”

As an ordinary person, Ding Yan really can’t understand what Jiang Liqun did. You must
know that Jiang Liqun is a big business man with a net worth of tens of billions, and his
social status is also very high. As a master, there is absolutely no need to be a
subordinate. .

Jiang Liqun looked at Ding Yan, snorted, and said, “What do ordinary people like you
know? With a net worth of tens of billions, what do you do in the face of the innate



realm? The innate realm is a transcendent realm. It’s just as simple as force! The main
ones are intelligence, lifespan, mental power, and further exploration of human limits!”

“Don’t say tens of billions, even if 100 billion can be exchanged for the innate realm, I
will not hesitate to choose the exchange!”

Ding Yan took a sigh of relief when he heard it. He knew that the innate realm was
extraordinary, but he never expected that it would be so extraordinary! One hundred
billion for the innate realm, this is really crazy.

“Then Master Lin, isn’t he the equivalent of a god?” Ding Yan swallowed and said.

Jiang Liqun nodded, his eyes bursting with envy and yearning, and said: “In a sense, he
is indeed almost the same as a god, otherwise you think I will choose to surrender him
so readily? The key is that he is not 30 years old now, far from At the peak of his life, the
future is limitless! You see me surrendering him, but do not see the deeper level. My
assets are still mine and controlled by me. Of course this is a trivial matter. The most
important thing is to follow Lin Lord, I can also bring a huge improvement!”

After Ding Yan listened to Jiang Liqun’s explanation, he also began to get excited, and
he no longer had any doubts or rebellious thoughts.

Jiang Liqun added: “Recently, many foreign forces have entered. I suspect that Yao
Sheng has colluded with foreign powers and swallowed their water of life, and his
strength has begun to increase!”

Ding Yan was dumbfounded, what is the situation of this foreign supernatural person?
How does it sound like a movie? He hadn’t heard of it before.

He wanted to continue to ask questions, but Jiang Liqun obviously didn’t want to say it
anymore, waved his hand to signal him to go back, he had to hold back his doubts and
left Jiang Liqun’s study.

…………

After Wayne Lin and Tao Sanniang left the hotel, they strolled for a while and went to
see a movie. They didn’t leave until 11 o’clock in the evening.



When he came out of the mall, Tao Sanniang suddenly took his arm, leaned in his ear,
and whispered, “Wayne, should we not go home tonight?”

“Huh?” Wayne Lin was taken aback, and said, “Why? Are you still angry with your
mother?”

Tao Sanniang rolled her eyes and cursed Wayne Lin Mu Mu, which couldn’t understand
what she meant!

She glanced at the Vienna hotel opposite, and said: “I heard that the environment of this
Vienna hotel is very good, the bed is very big and soft, it is very comfortable to sleep,
let’s go and experience it.”

Humph!

Wayne Lin’s heart jumped instantly, Tao Sanniang had already said this to this point. If
he still didn’t understand, he would be a pig!

Looking at Tao Sanniang’s blushing like a peach blossom, she looked like a peach, a
peach that was ripe and waiting to be picked, Wayne Lin’s heart beat faster.

He is no longer the first brother who didn’t know anything. He naturally knows how
wonderful a stunner like Tao Sanniang is to conquer…

“This is nothing to experience, right?” Wayne Lin said blushing.

Tao Sanniang gave him a white look, took his hand directly, walked to the Vienna hotel,
and said, “Stop long-winded, I must eat you tonight, Jesus will not be able to save you
when he comes!”

Chapter 423
Wayne Lin saw the vicious look of Tao Sanniang, he couldn’t help shivering, knowing
that he couldn’t run away tonight, so he could only smile wryly.

The Werner Hotel is actually not too high-end hotel, but it is enough for Wayne Lin and
Tao Sanniang.



Tao Sanniang is actually quite nervous. Don’t look at her usual openness in front of
many men. In fact, she is an upright eldest daughter of Huanghua, with a very clean
body.

Now she is holding Wayne Lin’s arm, acting very calmly, her heartbeat is almost at its
extreme, and the temperature of her body has risen a lot.

“Sanniang, why don’t we slow down? Will it be long in the future…”

Wayne Lin said awkwardly.

But as soon as he finished speaking, Tao Sanniang had already pressed him against
the wall.

Guru!

Wayne Lin swallowed. In this situation, facing such a stunner, it is really difficult for
Wayne Lin to sit back and relax. He is not Liu Xiahui.

“You don’t have to have any psychological burden. I won’t affect the relationship
between you and Alma Chu. Just treat me as your confidante.” Tao Sanniang lifted her
feet and pressed on Wayne Lin’s lips gently. Upon touching, the voice said softly.

Wayne Lin froze for a while, and then said bitterly and pityingly: “Sanniang, why are you
doing this?”

“I’m happy, I like it, can you control it?” Tao Sanniang snorted a little and said proudly.

Wayne Lin: “…”

There have been so many things between him and Tao Sanniang, and now he is also
inevitably in love with Tao Sanniang.

The worst thing is that Alma Chu has always encouraged him to find a kid outside, and
confidently said that it was to help her relieve her pressure. This made Wayne Lin more
courageous to accept Tao Sanniang.



In fact, he also knows that it is unrealistic for the real strong to use monogamy as a
restraint. Almost all capable people have more than one woman around him. This is not
just to excuse himself, but the fact is.

This is especially true for the strong in the Innate Realm.

The physique of the main innate realm is too strong, and ordinary women can’t be
satisfied in that aspect at all, unless the spouse is also a master of the innate realm, so
that they can neutralize. However, there are too few such cases. Innate masters are
originally rare. Female innate masters are even rarer. Out of ten, it is difficult to have two
or three.

Moreover, every master of the innate realm has its own strong personality and thoughts,
which are difficult to combine.

Thinking of this, Wayne Lin suddenly thought of a person, that woman named Nishang,
according to the Ugly Master, is about his age, and the cultivation base has reached the
upper realm of the Innate Realm, if it were her…

Bah, baah, what are you thinking about!

Tao Sanniang giggled and said, “Wait a minute, I’ll take a bath.”

Listening to the sound of water splashing from inside, Wayne Lin’s heart was like a cat
scratching, itchy!

Now Wayne Lin has realized what it means to live like a year. Tao Sanniang was in it,
and she actually washed for almost half an hour! Wayne Lin really couldn’t understand
why Tao Sanniang could wash for so long.

Finally, when Tao Sanniang came out, there was a cloud of mist, like a lotus on the
water, let Wayne Lin show him directly!

“fool.”

Chapter 424



When Tao Sanniang saw Wayne Lin’s obsession, she was ashamed and proud, and
appearance was her biggest asset.

Wayne Lin also came out of the bath and was about to play the dragon and the phoenix.
Suddenly, his mobile phone on the table rang and someone called him.

This ringtone,

To stop Wayne Lin’s movements, he picked up his mobile phone and found that it was
the bodyguard responsible for the safety of Alma Chu’s family. He was shocked. He
immediately answered the phone and said in a deep voice, “What’s the matter?”

The other party said immediately: “Boss, I just found out that there are two foreigners
who are stalking the wife. It seems that they want to behave badly.

Foreigner?

Wayne Lin couldn’t help but stunned, he didn’t seem to offend any foreigners.

Wait a moment, he suddenly remembered that Smith and Connor before him were
foreigners. Do they dare to trouble themselves? Did you find Alma Chu?

In an instant, Wayne Lin’s eyes became cold, and he said in a deep voice, “What is the
cultivation level of these two foreigners?”

The voice of the bodyguard came from the phone, “These two foreigners are very
strong, and Ah Hua and I are following them. I suspect that they are…Ah!!!”

Suddenly, the sound of the bodyguard panicked on the phone, followed by the sound of
the phone falling to the ground and the bodyguard being hit.

Wayne Lin’s heart was immediately raised!

In this case, obviously the two bodyguards were killed!

And most likely, it was the two foreigners who were following.

In an instant, Wayne Lin’s face became gloomy, and all the emotions disappeared
cleanly at this moment.



Now he is more than 90% sure that he is the person from Smith and Connor!

Last time, Wayne Lin had largely let them go, and gave them a chance to reform and
rehabilitate, but now, not only do they not appreciate it, but they dare to come to trouble!

Since this is the case, then Wayne Lin doesn’t have to be polite.

Tao Sanniang realized that Wayne Lin’s mood was not right, she came over and asked,
“What’s wrong?”

Wayne Lin took a breath and simply said what had just happened. In the end, his eyes
were cold, and he said murderously, “These two foreigners, I gave them a way to
survive last time, but they still have no intention of changing. I can’t spare the people
around me.”

Tao Sanniang also became angry, “Too disgusting! These foreigners have eaten the
guts of the bear heart and the leopard, and dare to be so arrogant on my Chinese
territory! Wayne, you should hurry back now, and don’t let the people around you
Something went wrong.”

Wayne Lin nodded, he thought the same way.

“What about you?” Wayne Lin looked at her and said with some shame. Originally, he
wanted to accompany her this time in the source city, but he didn’t expect to encounter
such a thing.

Tao Sanniang said with a smile: “I’m so good, such a big person, I can’t take care of
myself. Don’t worry about me, hurry up and go back. I will spend the two days with my
family first, and then I will go back to Huarvell with you meet.”

“Okay.” Wayne Lin nodded. When something like this happened, he didn’t have the
mood to stay.

When he turned and left, Tao Sanniang’s eyes showed disappointment, but she quickly
became firm. She waved her fist and swears in her heart that next time, Wayne Lin must
be taken down!

After Wayne Lin came out, he rushed back to Hwadrid City overnight.



He didn’t take a car, because the car was not as fast as he was on foot.

This is not an exaggeration. Now he is running extremely fast. He can sprint 50 or 60
meters in one second, which is equivalent to 200 kilometers per hour. Moreover, he is
an average speed. With his amazing physical strength, he can walk straight back to
Hwadrid. After calculating it for about half an hour, I went back.

It takes at least three or four hours to take a car.

Finally returned to Yulong Bay, and found the bodyguard in a small forest nearby. Now
he was knocked out.

He walked over and saw the appearance of the bodyguard, and he couldn’t help but
burst into anger!


